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Sorry about the delay in posting a new report, the main reason was the fantastic run of 
good weather we have had over the last couple of months. 
The fishing has been great with our best run of SAMSON FISH and  COBIA being 
caught on most trips out, the Samson fish ranged between 6kg and 15kg like the ones 
pictured above, extremely good fighting fish and after eating them they are now one of 
my favourite eating fish. 
The cobia above weighted just over 35kg, I certainly have not seen one that big, I can tell 
you that trying to lift this fish in the boat was a frightening experience especially when 
we were only using spotted mackerel rigs on light line, so well done the guys, they had a 
great week with cobia, spotted mackerel, Samson fish and snapper amongst there catch. 
The spotted mackerel came on quickly and were great for a couple of weeks but have 
now moved on with the odd one being caught but few and far between. 
This week has seen the king fish starting to fire out in the deep water, they are a good 
size around the 5kg to 8kg and another fish that is very nice on the plate. 
As you can see from the picture above, we have had some good fishing days. The bottom 
fishing has also been really good with Bar Cod, perch, Snapper, long fin perch, tusk fish 
and all the other reef fish being caught when the weather allows us 
.We still have weekends  and midweek packages available for the remainder of the year, 
so if you can organise a group of around 8 guys or girls we can get you out there and 
enjoy some great fishing. If you are only a couple of guys we can fit you on with other 
people, so just let me know if you would like to come. 
If you are after Snapper and pearl perch your peak times are July through to September. 
If any one forget to get a t-shirt while they were away fishing with us, just let me know 
and I can send you one. 

We have just got our new T-SHIRTS in, they look great, dark blue same as 
below and come in: small large, XL, xxl. Just $20 plus $5 postage, let me know if 
you would like one. 

 
                                                                                                                                                                                                  


